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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether partner
reading can elicit a high level of comprehension of text while utilizing a
style of learning that is natural for young children. A comparison
between the partner reading technique and the traditional basal reading
method on student comprehension was studied. Twenty-three second
grade students from two classrooms were tested on two story selections.
A counterbalance design was applied so that each story was presented in
both the traditional teacher centered basal method and the partner
reading technique. The questions which followed tested literal,
interpretive, critical, and creative thinking. The partner reading approach
accessed constuctivist methods of teaching in which the students
interacted with each other, building and creating ideas on the selection
independent of teacher intervention. The basal method placed a heavy
emphasis on phonics skills, scope and sequence, and presentation of
material in a teacher centered manner.
A dependent 1 test used to analyze the scores indicated that there
was no significant difference between the two reading approaches. These
results suggest that educators may confidently apply the more natural
and motivating method of partner reading to their lessons with no
negative impact on student comprehension scores.
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CHAPTER 1
Statemen t of the Problem

Overview
What can we do to make every child in the United States a reader?
Research ers in the area of education have studied this question for
decades, and yet the National Assessm ent of Educatio nal Progress (NAEP)
reports that, "each school year, (students ) become more and more turned
off to reading" (Carbo, 1996, p. 64). The NAEP goes on to state that
library use, reading motivatio n, and comprehe nsion have all steadily
declined over the last ten years (Carbo, 1996).
Educator s are continual ly attemptin g to spark the interest and
motivatio n of students in the area of reading, however techniqu es to
enhance reading skills seem to rapidly go in and out of fashion. Reading
reform recomme ndations have suggested immersin g children in literature ,
exposing them to more print, focusing on thematic units, targeting
spelling, phonics, and punctuat ion, and building portfolios (Cantrell,
1998/ 1999). These methods, although not without merit, have not had a
dramatic effect on student motivatio n and performa nce.
To find out why reading skills have declined in the last few years,
and more importan tly, to plan how to turn young readers' perceptio ns
around, educator s should be made aware of which compone nts of a
reading program are successfu l and which factors constitut e a need for
cha..'1.ge. Accordin g to Almasi and McKeown (1996), readers are more
likely to be engaged cognitivel y when the task is interestin g, importan t,
and has intrinsic value to them. Finding and implemen ting these types of
tasks may help students "turn on" to reading.
1

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine whether partner
reading can elicit as high a level of comprehen sion as basal reading while
utilizing a style of learning that is natural for young children.

Research Question
Is there a statistically significant difference between traditional
teacher centered basal reading and partner reading on student
comprehen sion of the text?

Need for the Study
Researcher s have found that constructiv e-based learning methods
tap into a young child's natural learning style, however there is a
perception in many communitie s across our nation that educators should
endorse skills-based techniques to teach reading. A federal request to the
Center for the Study of Reading on how to teach children reading skills
resulted in the center making a case "for systematica lly teaching young
children about phonemic awareness and decoding" (Teale, 1995, p. 121).
To complicate matters, parents and lawmakers have recently pushed to
pass "pro-phonic s" legislation in 15 states (Levine, 1996). Although
parents and legislators may not be the most qualified persons to make
these decisions, these campaigns may understand ably create conflict for
teachers who must decide which method would be best suited for their
classroom.
Partner reading subscribes to the constructiv ist principle which
states that children naturally build and enhance schema by being actively
involved with the environmen t. It has been successfully applied by many
2

effective teachers (Morrow, Tracey, Woo, & Pressley, 1999; Klingner &
Vaughn, 1999) and can be adapted to both whole language or skills-based
programs. Partner reading allows students to become actively involved in
the reading process on a personal level which may make learning more
salient and enjoyable, however before including it in their lessons
educators need to determine whether partner reading can elicit good
reading skills from students as well as or better than traditional skillsbased methods. If partner reading is proven to be an effective method of
instruction teachers should be encouraged to include it in their reading
program as a way to enhance interest, motivation, and achievement in the
reading process. Reading may then become a more intrinsically enjoyable
activity for students.

Definition of Terms
Constructivist Leaming Theory - Constructivist theory proposes that

students must be actively engaged in a lesson in order to learn. As
students interact with their environment, the new information builds and
enhances schemes already in place.

Basal Reading Approach - The basal method incorporates teacher directed

lessons in which students are encouraged to practice skills, check for
accuracy, and review ideas in a preselected series of stories. Step by step
teachers' manuals and skills workbooks are included in the program. The
basal series constitute the "most widely used materials for teaching
reading in the elementary schools in America" (Burns, Roe, & Ross, 1988,
p.280).

3

Partner Reading - A constuctivist reading technique in which students

read with a partner. This method encourages students to interact with
each other and the reading material, building and creating original ideas
about the selection.

Summary
Constructivist based learning approaches promote an intuitive or
natural way of learning that encourages children to actively and
knowledgeably respond to print. Constructivist methods foster
responsible and independent learners and would seem like an obvious
choice for the classroom, however many proponents of skills based
programs disagree. They advocate that phonics and reading skills be
taught in a teacher directed and sequential manner. In an effort to help
educators decide which method is right for their classroom, this research
examined how each approach influences student comprehension.
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CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature

Overview
There are primarily two programs teachers currently use for reading
instruction: the whole language approach and the skills-based approach
(Cantrell, 1998/ 1999; Flippo, 1998; Freppon & McIntyre, 1999;
Wharton-McDonald, Rankin, Mistretta & Ettenburger 1997). Teachers

also may use an interactive or integrated approach which utilizes parts of
both methods (Morrow, Tracey, Woo, & Pressley, 1999).
As would be expected, in a skills-based classroom students spend
large portions of the day "engaged in systematic skills instruction"
(Cantrell, 1998/ 1999, p. 370). Teacher-centered phonics, spelling, and
guided reading lessons are predominant. Although some direct skills
instruction is necessary, classrooms that focus only on basal texts and
commercial programs are likely to have "Skills frequently taught
separately (and an) emphasis on low-level skills" (Cantrell, 1998/ 1999, p.
371). This often leaves few opportunities for interaction between
classmates or creative thinking. Flippo ( 1998) claimed that using
workbooks for every lesson, following the basal reading program's
procedures without modification, and emphasizing phonics and various
reading drills rather than interpretation are a few of the practices that
make learning to read difficult. Freppon and McIntyre (1999) conclude,
"skills-based classroom cultures (demonstrate) the expectation that
children (are) to receive the predetermined scope and sequence of
instruction and transfer it directly into their own reading behaviors" (p.
208).
5

In contrast, whole language proposes that "children need selfselected, meaningful, collaborative, and varied experiences to help them to
read" (Freppon et al., 1999, p. 209) including learning from classmates as
well as individually or from an adult instructor. Student engagement and
active participation in the lessons are seen as imperative to learning.
Whole language education is viewed as constructivist.
Constructivist theory suggests that new ideas and experiences build and
enhance concepts that the child has already learned. This process occurs
as a child actively engages with the environment. Freppon (1999) states
that when studying how children learn, researchers have concluded that
students actively construct ideas based on schemes already in place, and
that "learning occurs through interaction with the environment and with
others" (p. 206). Furthermore, "constructivist-based, whole language
classrooms (reflect) the idea that children learn literacy skills and other
important concepts and responses through their own engagement in
reading, writing, and talking" (Freppon & McIntyre, 1999, p.209). The
whole language or constructivist-based perspective suggests that learning
is not a passive activity in which a student has only to sit by and absorb
the verbal information transmitted by an instructor, but rather an active
and engaging event in which the student is responsible for creating and
sharing original thoughts and ideas.
One activity for which students are naturally motivated and that
successfully applies constructivist practices is partner reading. Partner
reading is much like cooperative group work in that students "assist one
another in applying ... reading strategies to facilitate their comprehension
of a content area" (Klingner & Vaughn, 1999, p. 739). Sometimes
teachers may choose to assign partners and other times they may allow
6

students to select partners themselves (Morrow, Tracey, Woo, & Pressley,
1999). The partners then take turns reading orally from the selected
material, and help each other when needed (Klingner & Vaughn, 1999;
Morrow et al., 1999). To insure good management, a list of explicit
guidelines should be presented and teachers should expect "high levels of
achievement and appropriate classroom behavior from all students"
(Wharton-McDonald, Rankin, Mistretta, & Ettenberger, 1997, p.520).
Because no special materials or specific teacher training is needed,
partner reading could be comfortably and readily initiated in most
classrooms. Furthermore, implementing a natural reading style may
foster motivation and achievement.
Children working together on their own in this way create a
motivation to interact and to learn from the printed material since they
are actively involved in the learning process in a natural and social way.
Goldberg (1992/ 1993) states that partner reading engages students in
instructional conversations which are a "particular kind of lesson geared
toward creating richly textured opportunities for students' conceptual and
linguistic development," and which promote learning through
"spontaneous and natural conversations" (p. 317-319). The catalyst for
socializing becomes the reading material being shared by the students,
and each sees him or herself as being responsible for interpreting and
bringing forth ideas about the selection. Comprehension of the text
occurs as an enjoyable and natural outcome of these conversations.
During partner reading, students are enticed to practice and to
relearn strategies for the process of reading as well as the content. The
process of reading addresses the construction, function, and use of
language as an organizational tool for interpreting the message on the
7

page (Barrentine, 1996). As each partner demonstrates how a story is
read, understanding of the process of reading becomes clearer. Page
turning, inflection, pronunciation, expression, and interpretation of the
text are monitored and practiced by the students. The partners are able
to take what they have already learned about how to read and actively
apply it to a meaningful situation.
In discussing interactive read-alouds, in which the teacher reads
and students are encouraged to share their thoughts on the selection,
Barrentine ( 1996) states that,
Interactions about process are elicited along with
aesthetic, personal responses to text.
Unlike relevant content, process and strategy
information is rarely acquired in a single
encounter. With repeated engagement in
demonstrations children internalize the ability
to use process and strategy information (p. 37-38).
Similarly, partner reading can be an informal and enjoyable way
for students to demonstrate and to practice their mastery of the process of
reading as well as being a vehicle for analyzing the message of the text.
Discussion among peers increases involvement and interest and so helps
create more connections to the selection. Furthermore, the individual
experiences each child brings to the group help to enlighten and widen the
perspective of the others involved.
Which classrooms should be encouraged to attempt partner
reading? All age groups could benefit, however young children in
particular are naturally active in their learning style. Carbo (1996) noted
that children do not become strong visual learners until after third grade,
nor do they become strong auditory learners until after fifth grade.
Therefore, early elementary students should be exposed to many active
8

learning experiences since it most naturally fits their style of learning.
Unfortunately, elementary classrooms tend to rely heavily on teacher
centered instruction and practice worksheets. "The reading styles of both
young children and underachievers show ... that activity-based experiences
are imperative- but American students still do about 1,000 worksheets
each school year" (Carbo, 1996, p.64). According to John Goodlad's study
of students and teachers in the United States, "the predominant
instructional style is frontal teaching: in most classrooms the teacher is
active and the students are passive" (Carbo, 1996, p.64-65). For example,
in a skills based classroom an observer might see "children working at
their desks to complete routine assignments ... minor and irregular use of
children's literature ... (and) whole class and small group basal reading
instruction" (Freppon & McIntyre, 1999, p. 209). This type of instruction
is sometimes fruitful, however, it clearly does not access a young child's
natural learning style.
Whole language classrooms often utilize a teacher centered
approach as well, but many of these classrooms try to elicit active or
constructive-ba sed learning principles through "children working together
and independently on self-selected activities and teacher assignments"
(Freppon et al., 1999, p.209). The whole language philosophy
acknowledges that simply exposing a child to literature and thematic
units may not be enough to create better readers. Active engagement in
reading needs to be a component of the lesson. Students reading together
orally, if not already a part of the teacher's plans, might be a productive
addition to these classrooms.
Morrow, Tracey, Woo, and Pressley (1999) observed that exemplary
first grade teachers, who used whole language principles along with other
9

reading methods, employed partner reading as one of their frequent
reading exercises. These teachers found that active learning exercises
such as partner reading improved literacy growth, and "from the first day
of school the teachers worked on helping the children become self-directed
learners who could think for themselves" (Morrow et al., 1999, p.469-470).
Furthermore, Wharton-McDo nald, Rankin, Mistretta, and Ettenburger
( 1997) noted that highly effective teachers consistently used a
combination of "authentic reading and writing activities" which included
various types of readLng such as shared reading and "students reading
aloud with others" (p.519-520). The researchers also found that
classrooms that were less effective utilized fewer reading methods, spent
less overall time on reading, and spent "a great deal (of time) copying from
the board and from teacher-made worksheets- something almost never
observed in the classrooms of the most effective teachers" (WhartonMcDonald et al., 1997, p. 520).
There is little question that phonics work is a necessary part of
learning to read (Au & Carroll, 1997), however classroom lessons should
also make an effort to reflect how we read in situations that are not
contrived and which manifest real reading.

Reading techniques that

reflect real situations can help relieve the tedium of phonics exercises and
rote memorization drills. Strategies that access students' natural
learning style should be utilized so that children do not have to struggle
unnecessarily when learning how to read.

10

Summ ary
Resear ch indicat es that young childre n learn best when they are
activel y engage d in their lesson s, howev er the majori ty of classro oms in
the United States expect studen ts to passive ly absorb a precon ceived ,
teache r dictate d, scope and sequen ce of inform ation. To optimi ze studen t
involve ment in readin g educat ors may want to try partne r reading .
Partne r readin g would be a benefic ial additio n to the teache r center ed
focus of Ameri can classro oms becaus e it would allow studen ts to utilize a
more natura l and challen ging learnin g strateg y which may help spark
their interes t and motiva tion. This proced ure could be an easily initiate d
adapta tion to the classro om that would be particu larly approp riate in the
lower grade levels of elemen tary school.
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CHAPTER III
Design of the Study

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine whether partner
reading can elicit as high a level of comprehen sion as basal reading while
utilizing a style of learning that is natural for young children.

Research Question
Is there a statistically significant difference between traditional
teacher centered basal reading and partner reading on student
comprehen sion of the text?

Methodolog y
Subjects
The subjects involved in this study consist of 25 second grade
students from an urban parochial school in upstate New York. The
average and above average reading groups took part in the research.
Unfortunate ly, children in the below average reading group could not be
included due to scheduling difficulties. The students taking part in the
investigatio n had been previously exposed to both the reading methods
applied in the study, although the basal technique was us~j much more
frequently in their classrooms .
Materials
The students read two stories from their basal reading series which
had a similar theme. One selection was fiction and one was nonfiction.
There were four comprehen sion questions to answer at the end of each
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story. The compre hension questio ns were taken from the basal readers,
and tested for various levels of underst anding.
Procedu re
The two second grade classroo ms that particip ated conduc ted
reading session s which grouped together the average and the above
average student s. The student s' regular classroo m teacher s present ed the
basal and the partner reading techniq ues. A counter balance design was
employe d in which both groups had the opportu nity to read both stories,
with each class reading a certain story selectio n using a differen t reading
method . For example , if Group A read the first story using the basal
approac h, Group B would use the partner reading method for that story.
As the researc h was conduct ed, the children read the stories for the first
time.
The basal approac h taught specific vocabul ary and phonics skills
before, during, and after the selectio n was read. The skills were taught
either through workbo oks or by adult instruct ion. The teacher also asked
a series of compre hension questio ns as student s read the story orally.
These guided reading questio ns were include d in the teacher 's manual ,
and were present ed about every two pages of the story. After finishin g the
selectio n student s wrote out the answers to four questio ns found at the
end of the story. These questio ns tested literal, interpre tive, critical, and
creative thinking .

Each questio n was worth four points. Studen ts were

graded on gramma r and sentenc e structur e as well as compre hension .
Partner reading focused primaril y on actual reading and child
centere d discuss ion of text. The instruct or first outlined the expecta tions
involved . Guideli nes included : read anywhe re in the room; share the
reading with your partner; read quietly; when you finish the story write
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about what you have read. For comparis on purposes , the writing
exercise in this endeavor was to answer the four comprehe nsion questions
found in the basal reader, however, many other writing activities could be
used with this method. Students answered the questions independ ently
in order to get an accurate measure of how much each child had learned,
and again, each answer was worth four points. Other than observing if
students were focusing on the selection, there were very few interrupt ions
by the teacher. Students could stop to help each other or discuss the
story when they so chose to. The stated conseque nce for not following the
direction s above was to work without a partner at a desk, somethin g no
child in the study had to do.
The students' writing efforts for both methods were graded and
assessed for comprehe nsion, grammar , and sentence structure . A perfect
score was 16. The following evaluatio ns include comparis ons of the
reading methods used on student comprehe nsion.
Limitatio ns of the Study
There were some noticeabl e limitation s to the research. The most
critical restrictio n was that children in the lower reading groups could not
take part in the study. Another difficulty was that one of the classroom
teachers who had agreed to administ er the research went on long term
medical leave, and the person who took her place did not have teaching
credentia ls.

Analysis of Data
A dependen t :t-test was used to determin e if any statistica lly
significan t difference s occur in comprehe nsion when applying the basal or
the partner reading method of teaching.
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CHAPTER IV
Statistica l Analysis

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determin e whether partner
reading can elicit as high a level of comprehe nsion as basal reading while
utilizing a style of learning that is natural for young children.

Null Hypothes is
There will be no significan t difference between the posttest mean
comprehe nsion scores of the teacher centered basal reading approach and
the partner reading approach .

Analysis of Data
Due to the fact that two scores were evaluated for the same
individua ls, the data collected from the students was analyzed using at
test for related measures . The following pages examine t test results,
mean, median, standard deviation , and other data related to the
investiga tion.
The data indicate that there was no statistica lly significan t
difference between the basal technique and the partner reading techniqu e
on students' comprehe nsion scores. The t value was not significan t at the
.05 level, therefore, the null hypothes is is accepted. This reveals that the
students were able to comprehe nd the text well when utilizing a form of
learning that is interestin g, natural, and motivatin g for them.
Continuo us teacher interventi on, found in the guided reading technique ,
is not necessary for students to have a good understan ding of the story.
15

The analysis found that three of the tests had means that fell in
very close range of each other; the scores for the teacher centered method
were 13.2 and 13.8. and the mean score for the partner reading technique
for Class 2A was 13.5. For Class 2A the mean score for the partner
reading technique was slightly higher than the mean score for the teacher
centered basal method. The research found a much greater difference
between the mean scores of the two approaches in Class 2B, with the
partner reading method only achieving 10. 9 in comparison to the basal
method's 13.8. When the

t score is calculated for Class 2B alone, a

statistically significant difference of less than . 01 is found. It should be
noted that for Class 2B the teacher centered reading lessons were more
productive, possibly because of the long term substitute teacher and
climate of the classroom.
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Table 1 - Student Scores/2A
Class 2A

Teacher Centered

Partner Readin«

Sl
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
Sll
S12

15
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
12
12
16
10
15

15
15
15
13
14
14
16
16
15
8
15
10
10

13.20
1.96
12.00

13.50
2.47
15.00

S13
Mean
Std Dev
Median

Table 2 - Student Scores/2B

-

Class 2B

Teacher Centered

Partner Reading

S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25

15
16
8
12
14
12
14
15
14
16
14
16

11
11
11
8
9
12
11
8
12
10
12
16

13.80
2.19
14.00

10.90
2.06
11.00

Mean
Std Dev
Median
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. 05
The depen dent t test requi red a critic al _t value of 2. 064 at the
1.96,
level. The calcu lated 1 value for both class room s toget her was
thesis .
consi derab ly less than what was neede d to reject the null hypo
signif icantl y
Howe ver, the calcu lated _t value for Class 2B alone was 3.49,
be
great er than the .011 value of 3.106 . The null hypo thesis must
reject ed when indep enden tly analy zing this classr oom.
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CHAPTE RV
Conclusi ons and Implicati ons

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determin e whether partner
reading can elicit as high a level of comprehe nsion as basal reading while
utilizing a style of learning that is natural for young children.

Conclusi ons
This investiga tion of the effects of two reading methods on student
comprehe nsion found no statistica lly significan t difference between the
two approach es. By accepting the null hypothes is, this research proposes
that educator s should not feel compelle d to utilize only teacher centered
methods for their reading classes. Tapping into the naturally active
learning style children possess can do much to inspire and motivate
young readers, and as the above research has demonstr ated, it does not
have to comprom ise achievem ent.
The lower reading groups in the two classroom s were not able to
take part in the study due to schedulin g problems . This was unfortun ate
because past classroom observati ons have led this researche r to believe
that children who struggle with reading greatly benefit from a partner
reading experienc e. Students who are unfocuse d, distracted , and
frustrated in guided reading sessions seem to rise to the occasion when
reading with a friend. This is a topic for further investiga tion.
There were some conflictin g results in the study. The research
showed the students' comprehe nsion scores in Class 2A to be virtually the
same, with the partner reading technique scoring slightly higher but not
19

significantly so. Class 2B, however, revealed a significant discrepancy
between the two methods. In this classroom the teacher centered reading
lessons proved to be more successful, which illustrates some important
points.
Class 2B, when assessed independently, had a .t value that was
found to be significant at the .01 level. Reasons for this may include the
fact that the class had a long term substitute teacher who did not have
formal training in education, the previous learning experiences of the
students had been almost exclusively teacher centered, and although the
guidelines were explained, the substitute teacher may not have had a
clear idea of what was required from the partner reading exercise. For
partner reading or other independent learning experiences to be successful
specific guidelines of what is expected from students must be clearly
expressed, students' behavior must be strictly monitored, and the
students must be continually observed to make sure they are on task.

Implications for the Classroom
This research suggests that the partner reading method may be
employed in the classroom with results in comprehension scores that are
equivalent to the teacher centered approach. Partner reading is a social,
personally meaningful, and interactive approach which accesses children's
natural learning style. Educators should be encouraged to a1Jply this
highly motivating technique to inspire young readers.
Presently, as much as 42% of fourth graders are not reading at
grade level (Carbo, 1997). The often rigid and skills oriented structure of
many classrooms does not leave much room for natural or real reading
experiences. To reach many students reading must be presented as more
20

than just a skill. Stude nts shoul d be able to pract ice readi
ng in a way
that is intrin sicall y valua ble and intere sting.
Partn er readi ng unde rscor es the most recen t defin ition of readi
ng
which prom otes const ructiv ist princ iples. The "new defin ition
... descr ibes
the proce ss of readi ng as an intera ctive one, in which reade
rs intera ct
with the text as their prior exper ience is activa ted" (Cart er,
1997, p. 65).
The more dynam ic and perso nal the exper ience is, the bette
r a stude nt
will learn . Partn er readi ng could be acces sed by educa tors
as one of a
varie ty of meth ods that enhan ce readi ng skills throu gh const
ructiv ist
mean s.

Impli cation s for Furth er Resea rch
There are many relate d areas of intere st that could be inves
tigate d
in the future . This study revea ls that partn er readi ng is a
comp etent
meth od for teach ing readi ng to avera ge and above avera ge stude
nts, yet
how effect ive is this appro ach for poor reade rs? Is it a valid
appro ach for
child ren in speci al educa tion?
The samp le size of the resea rch was small . Woul d the resul
ts be
the same when tested on a large r group of stude nts? How do
highe r grade
levels respo nd to partn er readi ng?
How truly motiv ating is a const ructiv ist appro ach such as
partn er
readi ng? Are stude nts more eager to learn and more focus ed
on the task
durin g a partn er readi ng exper ience or durin g a teach er cente
red lesso n?
How do stude nts in a class room that is taugh t prima rily by
a
teach er cente red meth od respo nd to more indep enden t learn
ing
exper ience s such as partn er readi ng? What is their initia l
achie veme nt
21

and what is their achievem ent after the method has been practiced over a
period of time?
A long term investiga tion may want to determin e if students who
have been given some autonomy and responsib ility for their performa nce
in the classroom turn out to be more capable citizens in our society.
Research into these questions , and many others related to
construct ivist principles , may have an effect on how students are taught
in the future.

22
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